Abstract
Introduction
With the noteworthy advance in visual sensing and image analysis techniques, image data are used in many sensitive applications. This digital data is vulnerable to illegal copying and distribution, thus requiring confidentiality at different stages of data archival, transmission or distribution [1] , thus many image data security solutions have revealed up to now. Image Encryption is one of the most important and efficient common tools.
Image Encryption is the process of transforming information (referred to as plain-image) using an algorithm (called cipher) to make it unintelligible to anyone except those possessing special knowledge, usually referred to as a key. The result of the process is encrypted image (referred to as cipher-image). Decryption is the process of converting cipher-image back into its original form, so it can be perceived.
Image Encryption can be used to protect images at rest, such as images on computers and storage devices in a situation which personal records being exposed through loss or theft of laptops or backup drives. Image encrypting at rest helps protect them from being uncovered and shared. Encryption is also used to protect data in transit, for example data being transferred via networks (e.g., the Internet, e-commerce), mobile telephones, wireless systems, Bluetooth devices and so on.
In order to facilitate secret communication, image encryption has found a significant place in both public and private services such as military surveillance, satellite information systems, health-care, meteorology, confidential video conferencing, online personal photograph album, internet banking transactions, multimedia systems, telemedicine, and medical imaging systems [2, 6] . These applications rely on wired/wireless communication channels that are bandwidth-limited and open in nature [7] .
Overview of Scan Language
There are strong correlations between values of neighboring pixels in almost all natural images, so that the value of any given pixel can be reasonably predicted from the values of its neighbors [8, 19-21, 24, 25] . In order to dissipate the high correlation among pixels and increase the entropy value, we exploit scan patterns that generated by the SCAN methodology to shuffle the position of blocks and then pixels of blocks and at the last step function XOR is used. For more clarification, we commence the explanation by brief definition of Scan language and its concept.
SCAN language is an Image preprocessing language, devoted to generate a family of 2D scanning patterns (or fractals). The scanning path of the image is a random code form, and by specifying the pixels sequence along the scanning path. Note that scanning path of an image is simply an order in which each pixel of the image is accessed exactly once. Such the encryption also involves the specification of set secret scanning paths. Therefore, the encryption needs a methodology to specify and generate a larger number of wide varieties of scanning paths effectively.
A scanning of a two dimensional array
. In other word, a scanning of a two dimensional array is an order in which each element of the array is accessed exactly once. In this paper the terms scanning, scanning paths, scan pattern, and scan words are used interchangeably. Note that an n n × array has )! ( n n × scanning. The SCAN is a formal language based two-dimensional spatial accessing methodology which can represent and generate a large number of wide varieties of scanning paths. The SCAN is a family of formal languages such as Simple SCAN, Extended SCAN, and Generalized SCAN, each of which can represent and generate a specific set of scanning paths. Each SCAN language is defined by a grammar and each language has a set of basic scan patterns, a set of transformation of scan patterns and a set of rules to recursively compose simple scan patterns to obtain complex scan patterns. Note that this set of basic scan patterns can be extended or reduced as needed by a specific application [3, 19, 20, 22, and 23] .
We consider 8 following scan patterns for a block of size 8x8 (it is obvious they can be used in a block of size n n × ) as shown in Figure 1 . They are indexed from 0 to 7 respectively.
Proposed Method
The algorithm is mainly based on 8 scan patterns depicted in previous section. Following 3 steps formed the new image encryption. The 128-bit key is gradually explained and formed during each step. Please note that we limit and implement our system for 512 512 × gray scale images.
Rearrangement of Blocks using Scan Patterns
In first step, the original image divided into 8x8 blocks (64 blocks in each column and row). Blocks are repositioned by the needed number of predefined scanning algorithm ( Figure  1 ) to shuffle the image structure. Obviously, exploiting desired number of different 8 scanning algorithms make the result image being more confusion. For example consider a situation that three scanning algorithm including 0, 5, and 7 is run subsequently and each of them for 0 to 7 times (i.e., it can be not scanned and can be scanned for several times but at most in 7 times). Of course, the result image is more shuffled than a situation that just scan Scan pattern (000) 2 for 2 times.
Scan pattern (001) 2 for 5 times.
Scan pattern (010) 2 for 6 times.
Scan pattern (011) 2 for 7 times.
Scan pattern (100) 2 for 1 time.
Scan pattern (101) 2 for 3 times.
Scan pattern (110) 2 for 4 times.
Scan pattern (111) 2 for 1 time.
2) Partial key include scan patterns 0, 4, and 6.
0364460142636401= (000011 110100 100110 000001 100010 110011 110100 000001) 2 Scan pattern (000) 2 for 3 times.
Scan pattern (100) 2 for 6 times.
Scan pattern (000) 2 for 1 time.
Scan pattern (100) 2 for 2 time.
Scan pattern (110) 2 for 3 times.
Rearrangement of Pixels of each Block using Scan Patterns
By repositioning the blocks of image in previous step, tangible amount of correlation between different regions of original image has removed but pixels of each block are correlated yet. It is obvious that more shuffling cause more independency of pixels and make the concept of image impossible.
In second step, for more shuffling the transformed image obtaining in previous step, the rearrangement is run on the each block of image individually. To reaching that aim the scanning algorithms (Figure 1 ) are exploited again.
Each block is treated as an image so that it can be scanned for 0 to 7 times by different 8 scan patterns. So all pixels of blocks can rearrange several times, so a new order of scanning algorithm can be generated again, and shuffle the arrangement of pixels within each block more than before.
In these two steps, by considering the input image obtained in first step and then in second step, propitious scan patterns and number of run should be chosen intellectually to come over the image correlation and shuffle the image elaborately.
Formation of key (48 bits):
The story about rest of key formation which is related to this step is same as previous step. Hence 48-bits are needed for addressing the desired order of rearrangement of pixels within blocks.
XOR all Blocks with 2 Arbitrary Blocks from the Rearrangement Image
In third step, when we make the image as shuffled and unperceivable as we could, the function XOR is exploited finally. We divide the obtained image in previous step into 4 parts (as shown in Figure 3) , and index them from 0 to 3. Then XOR each two part with one of two arbitrary 8*8 blocks. For example, part 0 and 2 with one 8*8 block and part 1 and 3 with another 8*8 block. 
Performance and Security Analysis
We have done several tests to check the security of the proposed cryptosystem. Statistical tests include histogram analysis and calculation of correlation coefficients of adjacent pixels. Security tests against differential attack include calculation of the NPCR and UACI, and information entropy evaluation. We have done our experimental analysis for the proposed encryption scheme on four gray level images "Lena", "Camera man", "Barbara", and "Pepper" with 512 512 × pixels as the sample plain images. Their plain, cipher and decrypted images are shown in Figure 4 . Figure  6 it is obvious that the histograms of the encrypted image are nearly uniform and meaningfully different from the histograms of the original image. Hence it does not provide any clue to employ any statistical analysis attack on the encryption image. Histograms of the plain and the cipher images are depicted in Figure 5 . 
Correlation Analysis of Two Adjacent Pixels:
We have analyzed the correlation between two vertically adjacent pixels, two horizontally adjacent pixels, two diagonally adjacent pixels, and two opposite diagonally adjacent pixels in an image. 1000 pairs of two adjacent (in vertical, horizontal, diagonal, and opposite diagonal direction) pixels from plainimage and ciphered image were randomly selected and the correlation coefficients were calculated by using the following equations:
, 1
The x and y represent gray level values of two adjacent pixels. Figure 6 is the horizontal, vertical, diagonal, and opposite diagonal relevance of adjacent elements in image before and after encryption. Table 1 shows the results of correlation analysis. Table 1 and Figure 6 show significant reduction in relevance of adjacent elements. Above table indicates the performance analysis of the proposed method using Lena, Camera man, Pepper, and Barbara images correlation coefficients, ranging from '1' highly correlated to '-1' highly uncorrelated, of pairs of adjacent pixels in different directions. These coefficients ensure the two considered images are statistically independent. 
Where W and H are the width and height of the encrypted image. We use two encrypted images 1 C and 2 C , whose corresponding original images have only one-pixel difference. We also define a two-dimensional array D , which has the same size as 1 C and 2
. It is clear that in order to resist differential attack, the NPCR and UACI values should be large enough for an ideal cipher system.
We have performed tests on four grayscale images of size 512×512 to measure the influence of one pixel change on the original image. In the test procedure the plain image is encrypted. After that a pixel of the image is chosen randomly and then changed. The changed image is encrypted using the same key and a new cipher image will be obtained. This procedure is performed 50 times for different images obtained from different key fed to the proposed algorithm. The resulting maximum, minimum, and average NPCR and UACI values of our proposed scheme are presented in Table 2 . According to the values of NPCR and UACI, proposed algorithm can satisfy security requirements. , which corresponds to a true random source. Test results of proposed algorithm for the cipher images of four gray level images Lena, Camera man, Peppers, and Barbara are listed in Table 3 . Results shows that cipher images are close to a random source and the proposed algorithm is secure against the entropy attack. 2) Then, the original key after change becomes, say "22356324011133125132617342340322032502121411" in this example, which is used to encrypt the same image.
3) Finally, the above two ciphered images encrypted by the two slightly different keys, are compared. This test shows that although the two keys are different in only one bit, there is a difference of up to 99% in terms of pixel grey-scale values between the two images encrypted by following keys. Figure 7 shows the test results. Also when a key is used to encrypt an image and another altered key is used to decrypt the ciphered image, the decryption will completely fail. Figure 8 clearly shows that the image encrypted by the key "42356324011133125132617342340322032502121411" is not correctly decrypted by using the key "22356324011133125132617342340322032502121411" which is different from the first key in only one bit. 
Time Analysis
A part from the security consideration, running speed of the algorithm is an important aspect for a good encryption algorithm. The proposed algorithm is implemented using MATLAB 7.6 under Microsoft windows 7 Professional Version 64-bit, Intel(R) Core(TM) 2 Due CPU 2.53GHz, 4GB of RAM. We have implemented the proposed method on four images Lena, Camera man, Pepper, and Barbara with different keys. Time of encryption in maximum complexity mode (include all scan patterns in first two steps and maximum number of running, 7 times) are listed in Table 5 . As shown in table, our algorithm has fast performance on the speed. It is obvious when the algorithm run on less complexity mode the performance become faster. Due to decryption procedure is similar to that of the encryption but in the reversed order so encryption and decryption speeds are almost equal.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented a novel algorithm for image encryption based on scan patterns that first shuffle the image completely in two steps and then exploit function XOR. The algorithm trades off between speed and security, so that more complex key which shuffle the image completely results more security but it consume more time. Yet in most complexity mode the algorithm act fast. The proposed algorithm implement and test on four known graylevel images "Lena", "Camera man", "Pepper", and "Barbara". The simulation results for gray-level images show that the proposed algorithm has great performance in terms of sensitivity, speed, and security so that even by a simple key the NPCR, UACI, and Entropy can satisfy security and performance requirements.
